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InP QD

Kα XES: Sensitive to changes in local charge density (oxidation 
state).  Allows quantitative determination of oxidation state 
distributions.

Kβ XES: Measures valence electronic density of states, with 
sensitivity to bonding, symmetry, and ligand identity.
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Exfoliated black phosphorus (BP) is a promising next-generation material with
a direct, tunable bandgap and interesting anisotropic properties. To “turn
on” tunability of its properties, we are chemically modifying its surface.

X-ray spectroscopy is critical to
probe the oxidation state of P
atoms and determine the extent
of surface modification.

Combined with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), XES
can relate bulk P oxidation to surface-level oxidation
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X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) is an element-specific, bulk-sensitive measurement technique that yields a variety of chemical and electronic structure information. Recent work at UW 
demonstrated a prototype spectrometer[1] that can perform XES in the energy range for measurements of phosphorus and sulfur compounds.  That spectrometer has already been used to publish 
studies of sulfur in biochars[2], as well as phosphorus in indium phosphide quantum dots (InP QDs) [3, 4].  In those studies, we demonstrated how Kα XES can be used for robust oxidation-state 
determination, and in the case of InP QDs we compared our XES analysis to SSNMR results, which were found to be in excellent agreement, with the advantage that the Kα XES required ~ 5× less 
sample material and ~100× less measurement time.

Building on these capabilities with support from UW MEM-C, a new instrument has been constructed consisting of two independent, integrated spectrometers simultaneously measuring 
phosphorus Kα and Kβ XES.  While the Kα XES gives information on oxidation state distribution, the Kβ XES gives additional information about electronic structure, including sensitivities such as 
ligand identity, symmetry, and bonding information.  This dual capability system allows measurement of both of these channels for maximum information content of each sample.

Further, using our custom lab-made direct exposure color x-ray cameras combined with small radius-of-curvature optics allows the entire instrument to fit inside of a 12 × 12 × 9 inch3

helium/radiation enclosure.  This compact footprint allows the instrument to be integrated into a commercial inert-air glovebox. Many phosphorus materials of modern interest are sensitive to 
oxidation by water and oxygen in the atmosphere.  The glovebox-integrated spectrometer will allow contamination-free measurements of these air-sensitive materials.  Such compounds are already 
being studied at UW, including surface-functionalized phosphorene being investigated by the Velian group, and InP QDs being studied by the Cossairt group.  
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• Dual spectrometers
⇨ simultaneous measurement 

of phosphorus Kα and Kβ XES
• Glovebox integration
⇨measure air-sensitive 

samples without contamination
• Automated 15-sample changer
⇨measure large suite of samples 

with minimal effort
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